Contractions

A contraction is a shorter way to say two words.

**he + is = he's**

The pronoun does not change and an apostrophe fills the space of the missing letters.

I am = I'm
he is = he's
she is = ............... (missing form)
It is = ............... (missing form)

Write the long / short form:

I'm = .........................
they have = ......................
you will = ......................
we would = ......................
it's got = ......................
he has = ......................
she is = ......................
we're = ......................

Write the short form:

we are = we're
you are = you....
they are = they....
I will = I'll
he will=he ....
we will= we....

It has= it's
he has= he...
she has= she...
we have= we....
we've = we...

I have = I've
you have = you....
we have= we....

she had= she'd
they had= they...
we had = we...

I would = I'd
he would = he...
you would= you...

Read and match:

It has
they had
we have
you are
she is
we will
he would
I am
they’d
we’ll
you’re
she’s
he’d
I’m
we’ve
It’s
Look and write:

He’s – They’ve – She’s – I’d – it’ll

1 – ………….. like to be a doctor.

2 – ……………… painting.

3 – ……………… played a good match.

4- ……………… got two cars.

5- I think …………… rain.

Reorder words to form sentences:

1- got – a – cat – I’ve - white

2- mother – lovely – she’s - my

3- to – travel – we’ll – tomorrow - Lebanon

4- eating – they’re – lunch – restaurant – in a
Punctuate the following sentences:

1. what's your favourite hobby

2. they've visited their parents

3. I'd like to drink orange juice

4. he's sad because he's lost his book

5. she'll buy a dress a bag and shoes

6. they're walking on the beach

End with a full stop.
(He- homework)  

He’s doing his homework.

Now write your own sentences:

(They – sisters)

(will – shopping)

(is – playing)

(got – home)

(it – landed)